SAFETY & SECURITY POLICY

Central Casting and its clients strive to ensure that its employees enjoy a safe work environment. The purpose of this policy is to bring to your attention the importance of workplace safety and security, specifically as it applies to Central Casting’s premises and/or the premises of a production or show you are booked to work.

You are prohibited from bringing with you onto either Central Casting’s premises and/or the premises of a production or show you are booked to work any of the following items: real or prop knives, box cutters, guns, firearms, weapons or any other item that could be construed as a weapon.

While on set you could be subject to search and items confiscated that pose a potential risk, danger, or threat.

When you are assigned a prop weapon, you must follow production’s direction on how to appropriately handle the assigned prop and not use it in an unauthorized or threatening manner.

Should you see anyone on set who is in possession of any item that could be construed as a weapon, please immediately report it to production.